SeaCloud

LPR made simple, secure and affordable for all

Cloud-based License Plate & Vehicle Recognition System

HTS’s SeaCloud is the most effective, cost-efficient license plate recognition system available today. We’ve put our high-end engine in the cloud to provide you with the most flexible, scalable LPR and vehicle recognition system as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

SeaCloud’s cloud-based architecture means that there is no infrastructure to install or maintain – just supply the images and access the data – in real-time.

SeaCloud Architecture
Just register for the service. Then start sending images and receiving your data – it’s that simple.

SeeCloud Features and Benefits
• Scale the system as needed using the SeeCloud pay-as-you-grow model
• No special, costly camera requirements – let HTS’s best-of-breed recognition techniques do the work.
• No costly infrastructure worries – just send images and access the data
• Benefit from our in-the-cloud server upgrades, you’ll never have to upgrade
• Competitively-priced SaaS